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A complete set of phenomenological equations is derived to describe the behavior of super
fluid helium near the ~ point. The normal part of the liquid is described in the usual way, 
while the superfluid part is described by an "effective" wave function. 

IN the present work, equations obtained earlier 
by V. L. Ginzburg and the author to describe the 
behavior of helium II in the immediate vicinity of 
the ~ point1 are extended to include the nonstation
ary case. In contrast with the ordinary hydrody
namics of helium II, in the scheme considered here 
the density of the superfluid part Ps is not assumed 
a given function of p and T, but is determined 
from the equations; these equations characterize 
the approach of Ps to its equilibrium value. As 
in reference 1, the superfluid part of the liquid is 
described by a complex function 1/J ( x, y, z, t) = 
17ei<P which is so defined that 

1i 
vs=mVrp (1) 

( m is the mass of the helium atom). This func
tion is introduced to take account of the quantum 
nature of the effect; its role in this scheme is the 

same as that of the expansion parameter in the 
usual theory of second-order phase changes.2 The 
helium state is characterized by the density of the 
liquid p, the velocity of the normal part Vn, and 
the entropy per unit volume S in addition to 1/J. 

1. BASIC EQUATIONS 

In reference 1 an equation was obtained to de
termine the equilibrium values of 1/J for Vn = 0. 
Here, we first examine the equilibrium condition 
for the case Vn r=! 0. At low values of the veloci
ties Vn and Vs, the energy per unit volume of 
the liquid can be written in the form 

v2 1;.2 
E = (p- m l ~ 12) ; +2m IV'~ 12 + s (p, S, I·~ J2). (1.1) 

This expression is the first term in the energy 
expansion in terms of the velocity vn and the 
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gradient of 1{;. Expressing I{; in terms of Ps and 
Vs we rewrite Eq. (1.1) in the form 

v2 v2 7;• (Vp )2 
E = Pn ; + Ps -l-- + 8 + 8m•- T ; (1.1a) 

Pn = p-ml~jil2 • 

The first three terms in (1.1a) are the usual energy 
density, while the last term is a specific quantum 
energy which can be attributed to the uncertainty 
principle. The equilibrium condition can be ob
tained by minimizing (1.1) with respect to I{;* or 
1{;. However, this procedure must be carried out 
for the total momentum j per unit volume of the 
liquid; if this procedure were not followed we 
would also be minimizing the kinetic energy of the 
liquid as a whole, a quantity which bears no rela
tion to the thermodynamic properties. Thus Vn 
is a function of ¢ and j. The expression for j 
follows immediately from the definition of I{; 
[Eq. (1)]: 

j = (p-m/~j>l2)vn+PsVs 

== (p- ml~jil2 ) Vn + ~ (~j>V'f- f V'~). (1. 2) 

We use the Lagrangian-multiplier method to e?C
press Vn in terms of j and I{; from Eq. (1.2). 
Multiplying (1.2) by an undetermined multiplier 
1J and adding the result to (1.1) we obtain the ex
pression 

v2 1;_2 

(p- m I~ 12) -f +2m I V'•f 12 + s 

+ p. {J- (p -- m l1jil2) Vn- !} (~V'Ijl"- f\7~)} · (1.3) 

Varying (1.3) independently with respect to I{;* 
and Vn (with fixed values of p, j, S and 1{;), 
and eliminating fJ we obtain the required condi
tion 

1( ·1; )2 'ae) - - !:._ \7- Vn 9 + (a 9 = 0, 
2 m \ Ps p, s 

(1.4) 

this expression takes the place of the basic equa
tion in reference 1. 

We turn now to the immediate problem, that of 
deriving a complete system of equations for 1{;, 
Vn, S, and p. As is well known,3•4 in ordinary 
two-velocity hydrodynamics the equations are de
termined uniquely by the conservation laws. There 
is an analogous situation in the present case. In 
order to simplify the analysis we shall formulate 
the equations using heuristic reasoning and then 
demonstrate that these equations do in fact satisfy 
the conservation laws. 

The scheme being developed here is based on 
the assumption that the_ state of the system at any 

instant of time is completely determined by 1{;, 
Vn, p, and S. In particular, the derivative al{;/at 
must also be determined by these quantities at a 
given time. If the above assumptions are valid 
the change of I{; with time must be described by 
a first-order equation which, by analogy with quan
tum mechanics, can be written in the form 

ir.a~;at = i~. (1.5) 
A 

where L is a nonlinear operator whi~h acts on 1{;. 
It will be apparent that the operator L cannot be 
Hermitian. If i; were Hermitian, it would follow 
from Eq. (1.5), in the usual way, that 

(1.6) 

and we would obtain the usual conservation rela
tion for Ps· But Eq. (1.6) cannot hold if we con
sider relaxation, i.e., the fact that Ps is "con
verted" into Pn up to the point at which equilib
rium is reached. Thus, the anti-Hermitian part 
of i is associa~d with the process by which 
thermodynamic equilibrium is approached; it be
comes larger the more rapidly the system relaxes. 

As in (1.1) we limit ourselves to the first term 
in the expansion in the gradient of 1{;, writing the 
Hermitian part of i in a form similar to the right
hand side of the Schrodinger equation 

(1. 7) 

where the function U will be determined below. 
At the outset it is convenient to write U in the 
form 

u =(as I a I~ l2)pn, s- gm . 

=(as ;ap)p.sm +(as ;ap.)p,sm- gm. (1.8) 

Separation of the term containing the derivative 
(ada /I{; 12 ) corresponds to the physical meaning 
of this quantity as the "potential energy" of the 
superfluid part. The quantity g is to be deter
mined from the conservation relation. 

As we have already indicated, the anti-Hermitian 
part of i characterizes the approach to equilib
rium and must vanish at equilibrium, i.e., when the 
left-hand side of Eq. (1.4) is zero. Hence, if the 
deviation from equilibrium is small, the anti-Her
mitian part of i can be written in the form 

Here A is a dimensionless factor which is in
versely proportional to the relaxation time. 

Finally we obtain the equation for 1{;: 
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-lA- --Y'-vn + - mw. . {1( i1i. )2 (ae)} 
2 nz ap8 p, S ' 

(1.10) 

It does not follow from the above reasoning that 
A must be pure real. We assume to begin with 
that A is complex: A= A1 + iA2• Then, multi
plying (1.10) by 1/J* and subtracting the complex 
conjugate equation, we easily verify that with ,A2 
~ 0 part of the superfluid mass is carried with 

the normal velocity rather than with the superfluid 
velocity; obviously this contradicts the physical 
meaning of these quantities. On this basis, which 
admittedly is not a rigorous one, we take A2 = 0, 
i.e., we assume that A is real. 

In carrying out the calculations it is sometimes 
useful to write Eq. (1.10) in symbolic form 

in a~ 1 at =A~- iAB~ 

using the properties of A and B: 

fA~- ~k f =-(in/ m) divpsVs, 

~·.B~- ~.B· ~· = -(in/ m) div (j- pvn)· 

(!.lOa) 

(1.11) 

The present theory must satisfy the conserva
tion laws in addition to Eq. (1.10). The conserva
tion-of-mass relation is of the obvious form 

ap 1 at+ div j = o, (1.12) 

where j is determined by Eq. (1.2). 
In the momentum flux nik• which satisfies the 

conservation law 

2. EQUATION OF ENERGY CONTINUITY 

aj; 1 at + arr,~~. 1 ax~~. = o, (1.13) 

we can immediately separate the terms 

1i.2 { aq, aq,· a2 q,• } 
rr,~~. = 4m2 ax, ax~~. -~.ax, ax~~. '+ c.c. 

(1.14) 
+ Pn Vnt Vnk + po;h- "th 

(p is the pressure and c.c. denotes the complex 
conjugate of a given expression). The separation 
of the first term is due to the fact that Eq. (1.10) 
is analogous to the Schrodinger equation and this 
term acts as the expression for momentum flux 
which follows from the usual Schrodinger equation. 
Here Tik is a symmetric tensor which is to be de
termined; it can be given in the form 

(1.15) 

where J.tik is a tensor whose trace is zero (J.tii = 0 ). 
We write the entropy equation in the form 

as jat + div {Svn- q} = RjT. (1.16) 

In writing Eq. (1.16) we have used the fact that the 
entropy is carried with the normal part of the 
liquid. In Eq. (1.16) q is the entropy flux, as yet 
unknown, and R is the dissipation function for the 
liquid, i.e., the energy dissipation per unit time 
per unit volume. The problem now is essentially 
that of choosing the quantities g, Tik• q and R 
in such a way as to satisfy energy conservation. 
This requirement turns out to be a sufficient con
dition for the unique determination of all these 
quantities. 

In view of Eqs. (1.10), (1.12), (1.13), and (1.16), energy conservation requires that the following rela
tions be satisfied identically: 

aE 1 at+ div Q = o (2.1) 

( Q is the energy loss vector). Now we differentiate the right-hand side of Eq. (1.1) with respect to time, 
expressing $, vn, p, and S from Eqs. (1.10), (1.12), (1.13), and (1.16) and choosing g, Tik• q and R 
in such a way as to cancel terms which cannot be written in the form of a divergence. Expressing Vn in 
Eq. (1.1) in terms of p, j, and 1/J, and differentiating and collecting terms with derivatives of the same 
order we have: 

a£ aj [( ae ) v~ J ap ( ae) as { aq, [( ae) v~ i1i. l . ( 1i.2 • i1i. • )avq, } 
(){ = Vn (ft + CJp S, <II- Z at+ aS Ps,P at+ at ap8 p,S +z- 2m VnY' m~ + 2m V'•f + z'f Vn ar+C.C. ' 

(2.2) 

Assuming that 8E/8S = T and substituting the time derivatives of the equations, and after some 
lengthy calculations which are carried out most conveniently in symbolic form (!.lOa), we finally obtain 
from (1.11): 

a£+ div Q = vn(svr + pV' ~ + Ps V' aae -Vp) + R- 2~-1 B·ji 12 - -r:divvn- g div (j- pvn)- qV'T 
at ap Ps n 

1 (avni avnk 2 ' . \ 
--2 f-lik -a + cs---3 Oih dlVVnl, 

~ u~ J 

(2.3) 
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where 

( itt aq,• A A tt a<ji• A ) [ 1 ( ae ) M J 
Q, = 2m -ax: A•f +2m ax: B•'f + c.c. + TS + 2 Pn v~ + CJp s ... Pn -'t + Psg+ 2m div (j- pvn) Vni- Tq,- Vnk ILik· 

l l '., (2.4) 

In order to satisfy energy conservation, the right-hand side of Eq. (2.3) must vanish. Then Q is the 
energy loss vector. Setting the right-hand side of Eq. (2.3) equal to zero, we first obtain an expression 
for the pressure in terms of the variables p, S and Ps (it is assumed that the pressure can be deter
mined in terms of the thermodynamic variables without their coordinate derivatives ) . 

'Vp=pV(~e) +SVT+ps'V(:•) =V[pl~e) +rs(aae) +TS-z]. 
PP5 ,S P5 p,S \PP5 ,S P5 p,S 

(2.5) 

Thus 
rae) (ae\ p = - E + T s + pI a + Ps a) . \ P. P5 ,S Ps p,S (2.6) 

Further, for R we find: 

Reasoning as in reference 5, we see that in small deviations from the equilibrium state the following 
equality must be satisfied when R is quadratic in the velocity derivatives and thermodynamic variables: 

)( (av ni av nk 2 ' . ) 
q = T \IT, ILik = 'Y/ axk +ax, -30in d!VVn . (2 .8) 

It is apparent from Eq. (2.7) that T and g contain those terms with the second viscosities of helium 
which are not related to the relaxation Ps. However, close to the A point the relaxation of Ps makes 
the chief contribution in the second viscosities. Hence, terms with T and g are set equal to zero. 

It is obvious that K is the thermal conductivity and TJ is the first viscosity of the normal part. 
We now have the final system of equations (the extremely complicated expression for Q is not of 

general interest and is not given here): 

. aq, tt2 
, [( ae) ( ae) J . [ 1 ( itt )a ( ae ) J ttt-=--~·r+ - +- m~-tA- --\1--vn +- m~; at 2m ap p5 , S ap 5 p, S 2 m ap5 p, S 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

a { itt ( a<)i· a<)i } a { 1t2 ( a<)i a<j!• a2<Ji• ) Tt (p-ml•'112)vn,+-z ~ax:-~·ax-) =-~ (r-ml~i2VniVn~<+2m ax.ax-~ax.ax +c.c. 
l i . k l k l k 

(2.11) 

as 1 1 {2A \ [ 1 1 itt )2 ( ae ) J Ia 1 (aunt avnh 2 ) 2} ar+div(Svn)=--rdiv(x'VT)+-y T 2 \-mV-vn + aps p,S m~ +2'YI ax" +ax,:--sathdivvn 6Ll2) 

Making use of Eq. (2.9) we can write Eq. (2.11) in another somewhat more convenient form: 

(2.11a) 

3. CASES IN WHICH THE GRADIENT OF Ps IS SMALL 

We now consider the equations in the limit of a small gradient for Ps• in which case the quantum A en
ergy terms in Eq. (1.1a) are small. Again we replace the operators - ( ili/m) Y' {which act on l/J in L lfi), 
IIik and j by Vs. Making this substitution and applying the gradient operator to (2.9), from we have 
Eqs. (2.9) to (2.12) 
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{ v~ ( a€ ) ( a€ ) 1iA . } Vs+Y' -2 +-a + a- - 2-d!Vps(Vs-Vn) =0; 
P Ps• S Ps p,S mps 

aa~ +div(Svn)= ~ div(xVT) + ~ {2!~. [divp.(v.-vn)J2 

2Am [ 1 ( ae) ] 2 'IJ ravnl av"k 2 . ) 2
} +--:;:- -2 (vs- Vn)2 + -a Ps + z' ax+ ·ax:- 3 a,.h dJVVn ; 

n Ps p, S \ k ' 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Formally Eqs. (3.1) to (3.4) are similar to the usual equations for the hydrodynamics of the superfluid 
liquid, in which the role of the chemical potential is played by the quantity 

(as I ap)p., s +(as I ap.)p,S' 

with this difference, that the density Ps is not given in these equations. This density is taken as an un
known quantity whose approach to its equilibrium value is described by the auxiliary equation (3.5). 

In order to find the parameter A we make a brief analysis of the propagation of sound in helium II 
near the A. point. ( The absorption of first sound near the A. point has been computed by Landau and 
Khalatnikov.6 ) Linearizing Eqs. (3.1) to (3.5) and eliminating Ps from the first three equations, we 
arrive at the usual equation for the propagation of sound in a superfluid. In this case the second vis
cosities, which are responsible for the absorption of sound, are expressed in terms of A (the definition 
of the coefficients l; are those used by Khalatnikov 7 ): 

~ ~ 21i p 
'-1 = ~4 =Am Ps 

( 1 ap) ( 1 ap.) (ap.) cr l ( 1 ap.) (1 ap) cr (ap.) + ( 1 ap•) ( ap) ( 1 ap) (ap•) l p(ff p p(ff p- (fji rT I+ p(ff p\P(ff p-T (fji r <S pfff p (fji r-<S p(ff p apr; 

( ap ) c P ( 1 ap )2 ( ap ) c r _1:_( ap )2 
(fji rT- paT r (fji rT- P2 \aT r (3 .6) 

[ 
1 rap·) 1 (ap.) (ap•) cr 1. ~ _ 21i 2 P" \aT r -p aT P- ap r Y 

~2- --p Amp8 (~) !'.!!__ __ 1_(~)2 
ap r T p2 aT r 

(3. 7) 

c 1iA {t + 4 
3 = 2mp8 A2 

[
_!_(ap.) _!_(~' _2 (ap•) +{f.!_(ap., (}_£___)-{f.!_(~) (ap•) 
P aT P p aT Jr r ap r P ar Jr \ ap r P aT P ap r 

I ap) Cp 1 ( ap )2 
\ap rr-p:r aT r 

(3.8) 

(In these expressions a= $/ p.) 
For simplicity we limit ourselves to the low

frequency case, which is of practical interest; at 
low frequencies the dispersion properties of the 
coefficients l; can be neglected. 

The absorption coefficients for first sound and 
second sound are expressed in terms of tto t;2 
and 1;3, the first viscosity and thermal conductiv
ity. In the absorption coefficient for first sound, 
only the term containing 1;2 increases without 
limit as the A. point is approached. In the ab
sorption coefficients for second sound, however, 
the terms containing 1;1> 1;2, 1;3 and K all increase. 

Comparing the computed value of the absorption 
coefficient for first sound 

(3.9) 

( u1 is the velocity of first sound) with the meas
ured value,8 it is possible to determine A. The 

derivative ( 8ps /8p )T which appears in Eq. (3.7) 
can be found from the pressure dependence of the 
temperature of the A. point. Differentiating Ps 
along the A. line, we have 

(3.10) 

The calculations yield a value of approximately 15 
for A. 

In order to carry out the analysis, the function 
€ ( p, S, Ps) must be known. It is determined from 
the experimental data on the specific heat of helium 
and the density of the superfluid component as func
tions of temperature and pressure in the vicinity of 
the A. point. 

The equations which have been obtained apply only 
for temperatures such that TA. - T « TA,, exactly 
as is the case for the equations obtained in refer
ence 1. 

The most interesting application of the system 
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being described appears in processes which take 
place in the presence of vortices in which high 
gradients of Ps exist. Under these conditions the 
quantum terms in the equations turn out to be im
portant. The equations which have been derived 
make it possible to compute the coefficients B 
and B1 of Hall and Vinen9 because of friction be
tween the superfluid part and the normal part in 
the presence of a vortex; it is proposed to carry 
out this calculation in a subsequent paper. 

In conclusion the authors wish to express their 
gratitude to L. D. Landau and V. L. Ginzburg for 
help and advice in the course of this work. 
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A spectral representation has been found for the two-meson Green's function which is analo
gous to that found earlier1- 3 for the vertex part. The analytic properties of this function are 
examined. It follows from the representations that dispersion relations exist for the scatter
ing amplitude for a fixed scattering angle in the center-of-mass system. These relations are 
obtained and discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN a previous paper by the writer3 the causality 
conditions were used to obtain the spectral repre
sentation of the vacuum expectation value of the 
T -product of three Heisenberg operators. In the 
present paper this same method is used to obtain 
the spectral representation of the vacuum expec
tation value of the T -product of four operators, 
i.e., for the two-particle Green's function. In 
order not to encumber the discussion with elab-

orate computations associated with the spinor 
character of the meson-nucleon Green's function 
and its possession of poles, we shall confine our
selves in this paper to the derivation of the spec
tral representation for the two-meson Green's 
function and the study of the analytical properties 
of the meson-meson scattering amplitude. 

From the spectral representation it follows 
that the scattering amplitude is an analytic func
tion in the upper half-plane and has no essential 
singularity at infinity, not only for a fixed pre-


